
For those who are interested in the history of Greek Macedonia, the new volume of the publications of the Archeological Museum in Skopje provides some interesting material. Apostol Karamitčiev, a former Greek schoolteacher, publishes from Brailovo near Prilep, 5 late classical sepulchral stele with Greek inscriptions in them. The same Keramitičiev publishes also a hoard of Byzantine coins of the 6th century, found in Seltze, again near Prilep. X. Antonovski, also a former Greek schoolmaster, publishes—with many awkward mistakes in the transcription and in the spelling—a series of British consular documents (of the years 1842, 1868 and 1879) referring to a bronze statuette of Heracles, found in Anasselitsa, a Greek inscription found in Tchipigovo, near Monastir (Bitolia) and a sarcophagus with Greek inscription, from Thessalonike. Miljkovic Pepek publishes a series of frescoes in the diaconicon of Saint Sophia in Achrid—in the style of the Comnenian period. Interesting also are the reports of the new finds in Scupi.

The publication of all this Greek material is a welcome addition of what it is already known about the dense Greek population in the territories of the recently fabricated «Macedonian nation».
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